Systems and results of tests for chemical induction of mitotic malsegregation and aneuploidy in Aspergillus nidulans.
In Aspergillus several types of test systems have been developed for detection of chemicals which induce aneuploidy and/or malsegregation of chromosomes. Results from 23 papers were reviewed in which numerical data for 42 chemicals had been reported. The test systems fall into two groups. One group includes all purely genetic tests that detect euploid mitotic segregants from heterozygous diploids and identify these either as products of malsegregation of chromosomes or as products of crossing-over (13 papers, several reviewed in detail previously; Käfer et al. (1982) and Scott et al. (1982)). The other group includes tests that treat haploid or diploid strains and detect aneuploids as unstable abnormally growing segregants which can be identified as specific disomics or trisomics by their characteristic phenotypes. In addition, such tests characterize abnormal segregants from heterozygous diploids by correlating phenotypes with patterns of genetic segregation in spontaneous euploid sectors. This analysis makes it possible to distinguish between induced primary aneuploidy of whole chromosomes and partial tri- or monosomy resulting from chromosome breakage and secondary spontaneous malsegregation (10 papers). Based on results of both types of tests, it is postulated that chemicals which cause increases of euploid malsegregants, but not of crossovers, normally induce aneuploids as primary products (as shown for 7 of the 14 cases). These include compounds which damage spindles or membranes (especially the well-known haploidizing agents) and generally are effective only when growing cells are exposed. (8 chemicals that may belong in this category could not be classified for certain, because information was insufficient.) On the other hand, chemicals which cause increases of all types of euploid segregants (11 cases), mostly induce drastic mutations and aberrations as primary effects and cause spontaneous malsegregation or crossing-over only as secondary events (as demonstrated for radiation-induced abnormals). In addition, a few chemicals were negative, because they increased only crossing-over or showed no increased segregation at all at concentrations which reduced survival or growth rate (9 cases). Recommendations are made for standardization of methods and protocols. New tester strains and specific procedures are outlined which should be useful for conclusive tests of chemicals that may induce aneuploidy.